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Face recognition: we are all quite good at it

the image width was 240 in pixels; see Table 1), F(1, 15) 5
5.208, p 5 .037, prep 5 .897, Zp

2 ! :258, whereas the second

fixation was not significantly away from the center ( !X ! 118:7,
SE 5 3.2). The first fixation during the study phase also had a

leftward tendency ( !X ! 115:6, SE 5 2.6), F(1, 15) 5 3.511, p 5
.081, prep 5 .839, Zp

2 ! :190.

The vertical locations of fixations (y direction) showed an
effect of phase, F(1, 15) 5 5.288, p 5 .036, prep 5 .898,
Zp

2 ! :261: Fixations were lower in the test phase than in the

study phase (see Fig. 4, top panel). In addition, during the study
phase, the three fixations differed significantly in their vertical

location, F(2, 30) 5 3.896, p 5 .040, prep 5 .892, Zp
2 ! :206,

whereas during the test phase, they did not (F 5 2.494). During

the study phase, there was also a significant linear trend, F(1,
15) 5 7.185, p 5 .017, prep 5 .933, Zp

2 ! :324, with eye
movements moving upward from the first to the third fixation.

These results suggest that participants adopted slightly different
eye movement strategies in the two phases. In a separate anal-

ysis, we used a linear mixed model to examine all (informative)
fixations from all participants without averaging them by sub-
jects, and the same effects (in both the horizontal and the ver-

tical directions) held (see Fig. 5).3

The fixation-duration data showed an interaction between

phase and fixation, F(2, 30) 5 13.292, p < .001, prep 5 .994,
Zp

2 ! :470: The effect of fixation was significant during the

study phase, F(2, 30) 5 21.940, p < .001, prep 5 .999,
Zp

2 ! :594, but not during the test phase (see Fig. 6; also see
Fig. 4, bottom panel). During the study phase, participants first

made a short fixation and then gradually increased the duration

of subsequent fixations, whereas during the test phase, there was
no significant difference among the three fixations. This result

also suggests that participants adopted different strategies
during the two phases.

The results showed that participants performed better when

given two fixations than when given one fixation; however, it is
possible that this improvement was simply due to longer viewing

time in the two-fixation condition. To examine whether this was
the case, we conducted a follow-up experiment comparing one-
and two-fixation conditions with the same total fixation duration.

We recruited 6 male and 10 female Caucasian students at the
University of California, San Diego (mean age 5 22 years); all

participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. The same apparatus, design, and procedure from

the main experiment were used, except that there were only two
fixation conditions at test. In each trial, the total fixation dura-
tion was 610 ms, which is the sum of the average durations of the

first two fixations in the main experiment. In the one-fixation
condition, after participants made the first fixation to the face

image, the image moved with their gaze (i.e., the display became
gaze contingent); thus, the location of their first fixation was the
only location they could look at. In the two-fixation condition,

the image became gaze contingent after a second fixation. Par-
ticipants were told only that the image might move during the

presentation, and we confirmed individually after the experi-
ment that no participants were aware of the gaze-contingent

design during the experiment.4
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Fig. 2. Participants’ discrimination performance (A0) in the four fixation
conditions: one fixation, two fixations, three fixations, and no restriction.
Error bars show standard errors.
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Fig. 3. Box plot of the average number of informative fixations (i.e.,
fixations that landed on the face stimulus before the mask appeared and
before the response) in the four fixation conditions. For each condition,
the shaded area constitutes 50% of the distribution.

3This analysis showed that for vertical location (y direction), there were
significant effects of both phase, F(1, 1867.005) 5 11.026, p 5 .001, prep 5
.986, and fixation, F(2, 1933.095) 5 12.633, p < .001, prep 5 .999. The
analysis also showed an effect of fixation on horizontal location (x direction),
F(2, 1991.670) 5 21.845, p< .001, prep > .999: The participants scanned from
left to right in both phases; however, this effect was not significant in the
analysis in which data were averaged by subject.

4In the one-fixation condition, the average duration of the first fixation (before
participants moved their eyes away and the image moved with their gaze) was
308 ms, which was not significantly different from the average duration of the
first fixation in the two-fixation condition (311 ms; t test, n.s.) or in the main
experiment (295 ms; t test, n.s.). This shows that the participants did not attempt
to make longer fixations because of the gaze-contingent design.
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The recognition of faces is disproportionately 
impaired by inversion relative to the recognition of 
most mono-oriented objects:  

the Face Inversion Effect (FIE - Yin,1969)



But why…

• Qualitative explanation: Inversion disrupts the 
holistic face processing (Farah, Drain & Tanaka,
1995; Tabaka & Farah,1993 & 2003) 

• Quantitative explanation: Processing of upright 
and inverted face are the same except less 
efficient for the inverted faces (Sekuler et al., 2004) 

 Still an ongoing debate…



Yarbus, A. L. (1967)





Modified from Miellet et al., 2012

Culture shapes how we look at faces



Dynamic Spotlight
• A gaze contigent technique first employed by 

Miellet et al. (2013).



Miellet et al., 2013

Different information sampling



• A 2º Gaussian aperture with a zero alpha 
value(complete transparent) at the center 
was centered on the observer’s fixation.  

!

• The expanding rate is 1º of visual angel every 12 
ms while the fixation lasts. 

Dynamic Spotlight



Delayed Matching Task 



N=40

Behavioural Results



Eye Movement Results
Upright Inverted Contrast

upright

inverted

N=40



LocalGlobal

Flexible eye movement strategy

• Modulated by culture and not nature 
• Modulated by the location of the first fixation (iHybrid 

– Miellet, Caldara & Schyns, Psych Sci 2011) 
• As effective for Face Recognition



Flexible eye movement strategy



A Bayesian Generative model



Defining Global/Local strategies

• Calculate the global-local index for each subject in 
the natural viewing upright condition.  

• Using K-means to cluster all subjects into 2 groups 
(global & local)



Similarity of eye movement pattern 

Global 
(40%)

Local 
(60%) 



Accuracy: Global vs. Local

N=24N=16



Global Group
Upright Inverted Contrast

upright

inverted
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Qualitative shift



Upright Inverted Contrast
upright

inverted

N=24

Quantitative shift

Local Group



Conclusions
• The face recognition system relies on flexible 

information sampling strategies to achieve effective 
face recognition (Global vs Local) 
!

• The Face Inversion Effect is insensitive to 
idiosyncratic visual information sampling strategies 
!

• Fixation density maxima showed both qualitative 
(global) and quantitative (local) changes in the 
information sampling 
!

• Decrease of information use during face inversion



Thanks!






